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PART I - PROJECT IMPACT
 
I-A. GENERAL.NARRATIVE STATEMENT ON PROJECT EFFECTIVENESS, SIGNIFICANCE & EFFICIENCY.
 
This summary narrative should begin with abrief (one or two paragraph) statement of the principal events in the history of the project

since the last PAR. Following this should come 
a concise narrative statement which evaluates the overall efficiency, effectiveness
 
and significance of the project from the standpoint of:
 
(1) overall performance and effectiveness of project implementation in achieving stated project targets; 
(2) the contribution to achievement of sector and goal plans; 
(3). anticipated results compared to costs, i.e., efficiency in resource utilization; 
(4) the' continued relevance, importance and significance of the project to country development and/or the furtherance of U.S. objec­
tives. 
Include in the above outline, as necessary and appropriate, significant remeuial actions undertaken or planned. The narrative can
 
best be done after the rest .of PART I is completed. It should integrate the partial analyses in I-B and I-C into an overall balanced
 
appraisal of the project's impact. 
 The narrative can refer to other sections of the PAR which are pertinent. If the evaluation Inthe
previous PAR has not significantlv changed, or if the project is too new to have achieved significant results, this Part should so
 
state.
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1. Overall Performance
 
This 	is the initial PAR on this project which began in 1964. 
Prior to 1964 there
had been considerable effort, with U.S. assistance, in establishing the basic agri­cultural institutions such as 
extension and research services, credit and farm
supply facilities and land and water development agencies. 
The major efforts since
1964 	have been to: 
 (1) develop project implementation capability at the provincial
level; (2) expand and improve agricultural research capability; and (3) expand the
horticultural research and program implementing capability.
 
More recently the project has also begun to focus attention on: (1) development
of better planning, economic research and policy formulation abilities in key
national agencies; and (2) development of a recognition for the need to expand

agri-business activities.
 
hhile Korea remains a fooa deficit country aue to its extremely high man-to­cultivated-land ratio, (13 persons per cultivated hectare) and farm incomes are
relatively low comparea to urban incomes (because of the small scale farm enterprises),
the overall performance of the project has been excellent. 
 Macor targets in insti­tutional building, improvement in prooect implementation ability and improvement in
research on field crops and horticultural products, have been achieved on, or ahead
of, schedule. 
 In addition to the output figures indicated in Part 1-B, the project
has contributed to the following achievementssince 1964.
 
A. Akriculture Research
 
(1) 	Crop breeaers have been trained and variety development encouraged.Rice crosses of i-tI varieties ana Japanese and Ta.wan rarieties are

currently being tested in several experimental locations.
 
(2) 	Active research programs on double cropping and inter-cropping of rice

and upland crops have been established.
 
(3) 	Selection and segregation of wheat, corn, sorLhum and soybean varieties
from the U.S. Mexico, india and Japan have been initiated.
 
(4) The Agricultural Economic Research Institute has been established and
 
is in operation.
 
B. Horticultural Activities
 
(1) 	A wine variety of superior vegetable seed from abroad has been introduced.
 
(2) 	Advisors have helped establish and have provided technical assistance to 36 inspected vegetable producing farms which increased their salesto the U.S. military from 2 million dollars in 1964 to $1.8 million by1969. 
These efforts have also had wide demonstration effects on other
 
small producers.
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(3) Off-season production techniques of using plastic covered growing sheds
 
have been introduced. Off-season production of celery, lettuce, cucumbers,
 
squash and tomatoes iA.now a very big business.
 
(4) Commercial vegetable seed farms have been established, making Korea
 
self sufficient in vegetable seeds.tAnnual production is about 815 metric
 
tons.
 
(5) A job training program for college students at the National Horticulture
 
Experiment Station (NHMS) has been set up.
 
(6) 	Technicians have helped develop a new organizational plan which resulted
 
in establishment of the NHES which formerly consisted of separate units
 
at separate sites for pomology and vegetables, and included a general
 
horticulture station near Seoul.
 
(7) Advisors have assisted the Koreans in introducing 426 new fruit tree 
varieties from the U.S. Japan and 1ngland and in developing a 
research program to determine means to produce more and better fruit 
per hectare and per tree. 
C. Provincial Project Implementation
 
(1) Advisors have assisted Provincial Governments to better coordinate 
development efforts through use of committees for specific activities
 
such as food-for-work projects. An ROKG position for a full-time
 
planning coordinator now exists for each province to help develop
 
overall development plans.
 
(2) The Provincial Office of Rural Development (PURD) has been strengthened

by USAID assistance in training guidance and research workers. Major 
efforts have been maae to develop programs which have resulted in
 
increased use of non-farm inputs. For example, from 1964-69 fertilizer
 
applications rose from 371,762 metric tons to 530,000 metric tons.
 
USAID advisors have also supplied help in the form of plant materials 
and assistance in preparation of adaptive research designs. 
(3) Considerable effort has been spent on training project managers in the 
selection of fooa-for-work pro~ects and in general management of this 
program. Output figures in Part I, B on irriLation and land development 
and on paddy rearranement reflect some of the results of this effort.
 
(4) 	 Korea has little experience in mocern livestock management yet is moving
forward with both government and private sector programs. Provincial 
Advisors have pr..videa extensive advice on forage and pasture development, 
building design and management and feeding practices. 
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D. Agri-business Activities
 
(1) 	 The project has provided full-time management and marketing consultant 
services to the Agriculture ana Fisheries Development Corporation (AFDC), 
a government capital.zed holding company which has twenty-two indepenaently 
organized subsidary firms which produce and process agriculture products 
or service food related industries. Specific services performed by the
 
consultants were:
 
(a) 	Detailed management studies of three firms which resulted in
 
seventeen major recommendations of which nine were implemented,
 
six partially acceptea and the remaining two are being considered.
 
(b) Detailed marketing analysis of three firms resulting jfn sixteen 
major recommendations of which eight were accepted and seven were
 
partially accepted and one recommendation was agreed to in
 
principle but no action as yet has been taken.
 
(c) In addition to making recommendations to specific firms, the con­
sultants assisted in Qevel,,ping the subsidary man'kgement Qivision
 
of AFDC into a unit better-equipped to perform management and
 
marketing analysis for member firms. The division had been previously 
oriented to more limited technical assistance.
 
(2) Throui.h the AFDC and its subsidary firms, the project horticultural 
advisor has been instrumental in building effective linkages between 
the horticultural research station, seed farms and commercial producers 
and exporters of a wide variety cf vegetables and fruits. The following
 
items are now being commercially prucessed: asparagus, strawberries,
 
green beans, pickling cucumbers, okra, pear onions, sweet corn, tomatoes,
 
brussel sprouts, broccoli, green peas, raspberries, blackberries, apples,
 
peaches, grapes, mushrooms, and persimmons.
 
E. Training for Research ad
jixtension Staff
 
In 1969 USAID phased out its advisory service to the National Training
Institute for Agriculture and Forestry Officials. U 3AID had contributed funds for the
 
construction of this institute and had furnished advisory services since the beginning
 
of the project.
 
In 1969 the institute offered 17 specialized courses for 1,951 persons. Five 
years ago only eight courses were offered. The staff has the competence to develop 
courses as required by the rapidly changing agricultural situation. hOKG's operational
plan for CY 1970 calls for conducting 21 different training courses (11 of which are 
different from those offered in 1969) for 2,316 persons. 
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The development of this institution represents an excellent example of tech­
nical assistance objectives being met with ALmited external assistance. Short-term 
consultant services will now suffice to advise on the operation of this institution 
during the final year of U.S. technical assistance. 
2. CONTRIBUTION TO ACHIEVLMLNT OF SECTOR AND GOAL PLANS 
Over its life this project has made substantial contributions to the achievement 
of sector and goal plans. It has aifected several facets of the agricultural sector 
and is a major contributor to national goals. Specifically since the beginning of 
1964, food production has increased nearly 30 percent, agricultural development 
planning and poLicy formulation capabilities of the ROKG have been strengthened, 
rural incomes have risen and the Lishery industry has grown. 
During the sixties agriculture grew at an annual compound rate of 4.2%per year. 
hile this was lower than growth in the industrial sector, it is a reasonable rate 
for agriculture considering that rice yields per hectare are the third highest 
in the world (among major producers) and that virtually all arable land was already 
in intensive use at the beginning of the project. 
From 1964 to 1969 average farm household income rose from Yi25,692 to 217,874,
 
During this same period total fish catch increased from 599,800 metric tons to
 
862,800 metric tons. This ability to achieve production increases in spite of
 
envirorimental restrictions demonstrates the improved planning and execution of 
agricultural development policies anu programs. 
Because of increases in incomes, reflecting in part productivity increases,
 
and because of domestic agricultural development and food management (import) 
programs, the urban consumer now spenas about 40, of his total expenditures on 
food versus about 57% n 1965. This shift in the structure of expenditures is 
crucial for continued industrialization as it upens the market for a wider variety 
of industrial and Pood products. in audition to its contribution in agricultural
 
products the agricultural sector uses increasingly smaller proportions of the
 
nation's labor force. in 1964 about 56 of the total population was employed on
 
farms while today it is less than 5U. lurther the farm population has dropped
 
in numbers the past two years. Thus increases in both labor and land productivity
 
are contributing to national growth.
 
3. ANTICIPATED RESULTS COMPARED TO COSTS 
This project primarily consists of technical advisory services and participant 
thus its costs are low relative to a project with a large commodity com­training, 
ponent. It is impossible to calculate benefit/cost ratios for the project but 
its total cost of 4.6 million dollars from FY 1964 through FY 1970 compared to a 
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real increase in the value added (GNP) in the agricultural sector of 187 million
 
dollars indicates that the aject would have 
to have only small effects on the
agricultural economy to have7a positive pay off. 
4. CONTINUED RELEVANCE 
The project is and will continue to be relevant, important and significant
to the development o.' Korea and to U.S. objectives in Korea. 
Despite the

satisfactory growth in agricultural production, Korea is still a food deficit
 
country. Considerable amounts of foreign exchange are required each year for
the importation of food commodities. 
Reducing the Sap between production and

consumption or keeping it at a minimum relieving the pressure on Preign exchange,is an important task of the agricultural sector and one which this project

addresses.
 
Agricultural incomes also remain lower than non-farm incomes due-in part to the
limitea scale of farm enterprises, hith approximately half the total national
population in the rural sector it is of continuea importance to develop improved

price, income and production policies for the rural sector which are also amerbie
 to the urban sector. 
As both urban and rural incomes increase there will be a
greater demand for a larger variety of food products. This will in turn require

more refined planning, production and marketing improvements.
 
As indicated the Korean agricultural sector has achieved considerable progress
in implementing programs once a course was set. 
 Continued assistance is needed
in development of better planning and policy formulation, It is in this area

that the project wii concentrate its future efforts.
 
In summary, it 
.shighly relevant to both U.S. and Korean interests that
the agricultural sector continue to aevelop and make further contributions to
 
achieving balanced growth in Korea.
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CODE ACTUAL AND PLANNED OUTPUTS (Jr calctmj-_.This section is designed to record progress toward the achievement of each project 3 L AD4. AS O TP6.0. output target whichU5E. was scheduled in the PIP, Part I1. Where progress n a 31964/69toward USE.W OF PRIdORtarget is significantly greater or 4.AS '7ACTUALless than scheduled. describe reason(s) beneath 0 LANE PROJECTEDthe target. DATE o.* b. PLANfl.± TOTAL ONLY ACTUA BYNEXT FORCUM.TODATE 
 PLANNED 
 ACTUAL 
 PROJECTLA. Develop new prucUCtive land (ha.) 129,694 5,Uu0 8,977(daitional ticie ±anu recindt on was accomplished)1 113324 153,681 
8. hearrange paaay 
ana (ha.) 
 103,516
(increasing costs have resulted in reduction of pla ned work 
13,465 14,905 23,230 176,746 
C. 
improve irr Lat1Ln or establish new facilities (ha.) 
 535,966 97,700 83,605
*:[ b. 92,0K)U 627,966" Convert low prouuctivity pacd 
lana to uplana crops (ha)3,142 21,504 30,443L. Direct seeuing of ricu (ha). 
 160,063 80,000 
 51,000 94,500 
 94,500
 
F. ice ana Barley self-sufficiency by Fy 1976 (1969)(Does (annually)not incluae amount for StOCkP.Lles. Lower estimtes by
expected growth ear from ALL reflec
-f aumana. the more rapid thanBarley sif-sufficiency has 8Ubeen achieved.) 90% 86% 90 90% 
G. (approx. .um)Annually supplY 700,uuo MT of fertilizer by CY iV71 
 ,08±,320(the orgLnal pian 663,083 530,000 610,000of 381 increase 69/68, was To be determiiover- abitious, the 11% ac tual incr a-e isconsiaereu satisfactory). 

H. (cum)
Supply 1,500,xo I.kT
,'.':; iannually of agricultural limestoneby CY 1975. ,269,8Uu 3V5,OOO 283,907 451,758. O, O1, 8 500,000(A portion of' tht 1969 target was not ueliverea unti the firs quartis
lime makes f 197u. T1 e ncreas'ng cost 6fit unlikely that 1975 target will beI. Lstablish meta contractual relationship with a U.b.
University 4 4%
to enhancu the aricultural research 
5, 25% 50$ 2/S Korean funain& and and raauate training capacitycrop yeazOao not corresponu to U.s. Fiscal Yea 
of OhD and S . 
rs. Outpits given efer to t rgetsfunded CY 1969. 
2/ Balance of" work to be completed unuer a new project. 
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ACTUAL AND PLANNED OUTPUTS 
(ALL DATA CUMULATIVE)

NO. This section is designed to record progress toward the achievement of each project 
CODE output target which was scheduled in the PIP, Part I1. Where progress toward a 	 4O AS O P .R6.USE WOL target is significantly greater 	 .PROJ PJ64C69theTtarget.NNED.TTTAL or less than scheduled 	 ECTEDdescribe reason(s) beneath ACTUALUSDEEGU theNLYtarget. 	 PLANNED TOTAL 
. TDATE 	 BY NEXT FORPLA D A 
 L 
 PROJEC
<--<; II. Strengthen Planning 	 PLANN D ACJA- 1 19' 1 LIFE 1 / 7/2and Policy Formation Capability 9 " LE3
through:
(A) Consoliaation of scattered adminstratLun of 
 356 34 3, 305 1 
agricultural statistical, economic ana planning
activities into a functional unit in 1.nistryi, 	 of Agriculture and Forestry.(B) t.xpancl the agriculture Lccnominc hesearch Insti-
 60) 2U; 2W6 20 
tute from two divisions (farm management ana	 
80
 
marketing) to five Qivisiuns which would then 
 (Two new aivis±ons were est- lishea ir YY 1970,
incluce a ianu and 
hater ulvision, an agricul- staffi ana trai. ng rema to be accompl-shed.)
ture policy civision and rural soc-1cly cvision
fC) Develop pianning capacity to include; muiti-
 50( 1( 20$ 10 
 7(0
year planning, feasibility analyses, fooa balance 
 (The pian coo Inators saftwas &nificantlyanalyses, ana a system for aetermnirn problems 
 e in co n
as expressed by farmers. 	 r afiexpance in KY 19 0.)
11. hstabl]sh policy ana programs for increasing farm
 
income through:
 
(A) Development of income, price and investment 
 4U( 3U% 30% 1%
policy, including sector growth targets. 	 60
 (The TFY incluaes such tark ts.)
N (B) Assist the tUKG holding corporation which support:

agri-business to establish central services for:
(1) marketing analysis 
 4W6 405 4U% 40,
(2) financial ana management analysis 	 80W (3) 	 40% 40)W% 404food processing engineering&/-	 80%0 5.% 0 40%irork to be completed unuer a new project	 45% 
•/ The recruitment of a food processing advisor w<.s delayea and finaly turned over to As a Founda ion;he arrived in FY 1971. 
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CODE This section is designed to record progress toward the achievement of each projectNO. output targat which was scheduled in the PIP, Part II. Where progress toward aAID/W target is significantly greater or less than scheduled. describe reason(s) beneathUSE 

ONLY the target. 

IV. Targets in the fisheries sector are: 
(A) 	To expand annual proauction of mrine pruucts for 
buth domestic consumption and export. 
(B) Develop ports, landing facilities and other 
marketing faci±ities tu reduce spoilage ui 
fisheries products. 
(C) 	Identify loan opportunities in the fisheries 
sector for both pri.vatU and public investments, 
(D) Further develop aqua-cuiture production for the 

aomestic ana expurt market, (specific targets 
to be deveiopea ±n the TFP). 
1/ 	 Output figures in PIP were prei-minary estimates which 
proved to be too high1 figures listed art, pub1,.sheaL
data from official sources. 
, / From Second Five-Year Plan, January 1967. 
i,:; 	 Revised goals per preliminary draft of Third i.Lve-Year 
Plan. 
(See detailed instructions) 
ACTUAL AND PLANNED OUTPUTS (ALL DATA CUMULATIVEI 
AS OF b 9 	
. 
~i o 4 , 'PRIOR5. 56 

A O P I 
 PROJECTED
ACTUAL 	 - j y- .U970 PLANNED TOTAL 
CUM. 	 TO N. FOR 
DATE 	 oP b. 9 T PORPL*NEO 	 CTU - iJan 1 ,19711 LIFE 6/30/72 
1968 N/ A 1970 1971196 
852,30u 1,U73,2 862,783 910,3( 9 6 3 , 3 00 /
 
(Investme t in the ector has not been s large as
 
originally planned. )
 
(No specilic taretu estabiis] eL as this project
 
has no direct -nput at this time.)
 
(Active nEL.otiationq taking p.ace between Korea
 
firms ant Del Monte, New ng. and Fisheries and it
 
Basic Lccn. Corp on the separate joint ventures.)
 
I±4,100 unavailable 86,436 104,70 17,70- / 
mnually (1969) (1970) (1971) 
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policy and a number of other variabies. Prices paid are determined by wage, price and
 
income poi-icy iLn the non-farm sector. ~ ~ ~ .,9
' 
S,- "Because of the number of factors external to the project and
 
conflicting claims on national income, farm income has not risen as fast as 
non­
farm income. 
 The ROKG is committed however, to a policy of increasing rural income..
 
A major task remains in developing policy to achieve this goal rationally.
 
(4) The limited land resources inhibit a rapid expansion of the Aivestock
 
industry to supply sufficient protein. Recognition of thisf Lact is leading
 
to a larger ROKG emphasis on fisheries and aqua-culture as weil as livestock
 
programs. The Thira-Five-Year Plan (preliminary) provides for sizeabie
 
investments to mept the larger targets.
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PART I.C - PROJECT SIGNIFICANCE011 C.1 - RELATION TO SECTOR AND PROGRAM GOALS (See detailed instructions ...O. 1026.1)

This section is designed to indicate the potential and actual impact of the project on relevant sector and program goals. 
 List the goalsin col. band rate potential and actual project impact in cols. c and d.0. SCALE FOR COLUMN c: 3= Very Important; 2= Important; C. d.ACTUAL 
1= Secondary Importance
CODE IMPACT ONNO. SCALE FOR COLUMN d: POTENTIAL GOAL TOIAID/W 3= Superior/Outstanding; 2= Adequato/Satisfactory/Good; IMPACT ON DATE1= Unsatisfactory/Marginal
ONLy) IF PROJECT TOb, ueACHIEV FPOET TSECTOR AND PROGRAM ES PROGRESSGOALS ILIST ONLY THOSE ON WHICH THE TARGETSPROJECT EXPECTEDHAS A SIGNIFICANT EFFECT) 
STAGE 
Increasing food production 3 3 
S (2) 
Strengthing agriculture planning and policy 
 3 2
formuiation capabilities
 
(3) 
increasing rural ncomes2
 
(4) 
Development of viable fisheries and 
aqua-culture enterprises 
 3 2 
For goals where column c. is rated 3 or 2 and column d. is rated 1, explain in the space for narrative. The narrative should alsoindicate the extent to which the potential impacts rated 3 or 2 i, ,olumn c. are dependent on factors external to the achievement ofthe project targets, I.e., is there a substantial risk of the anticipated impact being forestalled by factors not involved in the achieve­ment of project targets. If possible and relevant, it also would be useful to mention in the narrative your reading of any currentindicators that longer-term purposes, beyond scheduled project targets, are likely or unlikely to be achieved. Each explanatory notemust be identified by the number of the entry (col. b) to which it pertains.
012 NARRATIVE FOR PART I-C.1 (Continue on form AID 1020-25 I): 
(1). Food grain self-sufficiency has been a major target of Korean agricultural
policy. 
Abnormally bad weather conditions in 1967 and 1968 which reauced crop 
. necessary large imports of food grains aroused even moreconcern for this goal. 
Thus it appears that continued intensive ROKG efforts
 
can be expected. Recent evidence is provided by the raising of farm rice prices
to stimulate production. 
USAID's role as USAID field personnel and technical

advisors are phased out will be through policy and program development

assistance.
 
(3) Because the goals of the project are quite general and very broad, the 
success, or even partial success, of the pro0ect will have a significant effect
on the national econcmj and well-being of both the farm and non-farm popuiLation.It is equally clear that the inputs from the project, while important, are not
the major d of food production or farm income; for e.xample, incomeis a function of:production, productivity, prices received and paid, import 
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PART I-C - Continued 
C.2 - GENERAL QUESTIONS 
MARK
 
These questions concern developments since the prior PAR. For each question place "Y" for Yes, "N" for No, or "NA" for Not IN
 
Applicable In the right hand column. For each question where "Y" is entered, explain briefly in the space below the table. T HIS
 
COL. 
013 	 Have there been any significant, unusual or unanticipated results not covered so far In this PAR? y 
014 	 riav2 means, conditions or activities other than project measures had a substantial effect on project output or accomplishments? " 
015 	 Have any problems arisen as the result of advice or action or major contributions to the project by another donor? N 
016 	 If the answer to 014 nr 015 Is yes, or for any other reason, is the project now less necessary, unnecessary or subject y
 
to modification or earlifi" termination?
 
017 	 Have any important lessons, positive or negative, emerged which might have broad applicability? ' 
018 	 Has this project revealed any requirement for research or new technical aids on which AID/W should take the initiative? y 
019 	 Do any aspects of the project lend themselves to publicity in newspapers, magazines, television or films in the United States? y 
020 	 Has there been a lack of effective cooperating country media coverage? (Make sure AID/W has copies of existing coverage.) N 
021 NARRATIVE FOR PART I-C.2 Identify each explanatory note by the number of the entry to which it pertains. (Continue on
 
form AID 1020-25 I as necessary):
 
013 	The ability of the ROKG to execute ield programs has been better than
 
anticipated. This has led to a aecision to phase out the field advisors more
 
rapidly than originally planned. The concentrated programs on disease prevention
 
in rice production and the sharp increases in fertilizer use and the use of credit
 
to support the programs are evidence to support this contention.
 
014 	The droughts of 1967 and 1968 lowered agriculture output.1'hey also brought
 
increased concern for agricultural development which is a general objective of
 
the project0
 
016 	The ability to execute programs is well demonstrated0 The ability to form proper
 
policy and select programs is less well demonstrated;therefore,future activities
 
will focus on developing this capability
 
017 	Forceful, leadership exists at all levels in Korea and this appears to be a
 
significant factor in development. A genuine desire for progress is evident
 
among the general public asfell.
 
018 	AID's and other development institutions' experience in Korea and in other
 
countries revealsthe need for improved research management and policy
 
formation.
 
019 	The rapid development of a wide variety of horticulture products and the
 
commercialization of these crops, as weil as vory high rice yields, are both
 
noteworthy.
 
Note: 	 The above statements refer to the life of the project to date,
 
1964-1970, and not to the output report Part 1, 3 or to Part II A,
 
status of schedule. Those parts refer to the nawrowly focused
 
FY 1970 PIP only.
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PART .11- IMPLEMENTATIOi REPORT 
II-A - STATUS OF SCHEDOILE 
022 A-i-INDIVIDUAL ACTIONS (See detailed instructions M.O. 1026.1). This i,;a listing of major actions or steps which were scheduledfor physical start or continuing implementation, in the reporting period as reflected in the Project Implementation Plan, Part I. 
(a) (b) STATUS - PLACE AN *X" IN, 
PIP MAJOR ACTIONS OR STEPS; CAUSES AND RESULTS ONE COLUMN
 
ITEM OF DELAYS; REMEDIAL STEPS (1) (2) 
 (3) 
NO. 
1. 	Preparation of plans and documentation (PRO/AG, PIO/T,

PIO/P, PAR, Loan Papers and Contracts) to authorize 

the following major actions:
 
2. 	 Provide advisory services at the national level of
 
government to identify key policy issues, problem
 
areas and development opportunities through:
 
A. 	Direct Hire Advisors (Senior Agriculture
 
Advisors and Agricultural i.conomists) 

B. 	Contract Consultants (Income, Price, Land Use
 
and Development Policy) 

C. 	 Agriculture Sector Analysis Team 
The 

BEHIND ON AHEAD OF 
SCHEDULE SCHEDULE SCHEDULE
 
X
 
X 
X
 
X 
e perid scheduJ ed for 
the 	sector team's anlysis 6s too shcrt. 
3. 	 Provide advisory services to provincial governments
and provincial offices of national agencies concerned 

with rural development and agriculture production.
 
(Six Provincial Rural Development Offi-cers)
 
Fielc Advisorf will be phased
 
out in FY'72 rather than FV 73.
 
4. 	 Provide technical advisory services to the Agriculture X 
Fisheries Development Corporation (agri-business 
development) through: 
A. 	Direct Hire (Horticulturist) X 
B. 	Two personal service contracts, (Marketing and X
 
Management)
 
C. 	 Asia Foundation Contract (One food processing
 
advisor, ten participants and three X
 
short-term consultats)
 
Work 	 couenced in FY 7, 
rather than Fl 7X, and as an AID/W
task order rathei than MX sion act vity. 
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PART II - IMPLEMENTATION REPORT 
II-A - STATUS OF SCHEDULE 
022 	 A-i-INDIVIDUAL ACTIONS (See detailed instructions M.O. 1026.1). This is a listing of major actions or steps which were scheduled
for physical start or continuing implementation, in the reporting period as reflected in the Project Implementation Plan, Part I. 
(b) STATUS 
- PLACE AN "X" IN,
PIP MAJOR ACTIONS OR STEPS; CAUSES AND RESULTS 
 ONE COLUMN 
ITEM OF DELAYS; REMEDIAL STEPS ) 2) (3)
NO. BEHIND ON AHEAD OF 
SCHEDULE SCHEDULE SCHEDULE 
5. 	 Provide technical advice and assistance to the Office
 
of Rural Development (ORD) (extension and agriculture
 
research) and the Seoul National University (graduate
 
training in agriculture) through: 
A. 	 Direct hire agricultural advisor X 
B. 	 Short-term direct hire consuitant (Aricultura
 
research 
 X 
C. 	 Pre-contract survey of technical assistance
needs of CAD/SNU 	 X 
D. 	 University to 6NU/ORD contract for technical
 
assistance 
 X 	Final scupe f' work still 
und r revie 
6. 	 Provide policy advisory services to the Office of 
Fisheries for the development of fisheries sub-sector. X
 
(Sr. Fisheries Advisor).
 
7. 	 Provide project feasibility analysis traininE to ROKG X
 
officials. (Dunlap ana associates).
 
A. 	First phase of training X 
B. 	 Preparation of manual on feasibility analysis X 
C. 	 Second phase of training X 
8. 	 Provide technical assistance and economic analysis in 
the preparation of ROKG agricultural pjoct. loan X 
applications and in monitoring the use of loan funds. 
A. 	Loan applications 
 X 
B. 	 Monitoring use of loan funds 
funds nol yet spert 
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IMPLEMENTATION REPORT 
II-A - STATUS OF SCHEDULE 
022 A-i-INDIVIDUAL ACTIONS (See detailed Instructions M.O. 1026.1). This is a listing of major actions or steps which were scheduledfor physical start or continuing implementation, In the reporting period as reflected In the Project Implementation Plan, Part I. 
(b) STATUS 
- PLACE AN "X" IN,PIP MAJOR ACTIONS OR STEPS: CAUSES AND RESULTSITEM 	 ONE COLUMNOF DELAYS; REMEDIAL STEPS (I) (2) (3)
NO. 
BEHIND ON AHEAD OFSCHEDULE SCHEDULE 
 SCHEDULE
 
9 	 Analysis of demand and supply situation for food and
 
feed grains for:
 
A. 	Determination of levels of PL 480 assistance
 
required 
 x 
B. 	 Determination of areas of short-falls in
local productiLn and needs for self-helf 
 X 
actions and for programming uses for local
 
currency generations.
 
10 	 Sponsor and provide advisory assistance on the followilg

types of operational research relevant to agriculture
 
development:
 
A. 	Livestock Poicy for Korea 
 x 
B. 	Evaluation of Local Cooperatives (Factors
 
for juccess or Failure) 
 X 
C. 	Determination of capital, credit, physical
inputs and marketink requirements for the 
 X S 2C thiE section 
agriculture sector in the Third Five-Year
 
Plan 	Period 
D. 	 Follow up research for revisions of TFYP 
and for latter half of 1970's x 
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PART II - Continued
 
II-A.2 - OVERALLTIMELINESS
023 
Ingeneral, project implementation: Is (place an "X' in one block): 
(a)On schedule 
(b)Ahead of schedule
 
BLOCK (c): If marked, place an "X" in (c) Behind schedule
 
any of the blocks one thru eight that (1)AID/W Program Approval
 
This is limited to key aspects of (2) Implementing Agency (Contractor/ParticipatIng Agency/Voluntary Agency)apply. 
Implementation, e.g., timely delivery of (3)Technicians
 
commodities, return of participants to (4)Participants
 
assume their project responsibilities,
 
cooperating country funding, arrival of
 (6)Cooperating Countrytechnicians. (7)Commodities (FFF) 
(8)Other (specify): 
Il-B - RESOURCE INPUTS 
This section appraises the effectiveness of U.S. resource inputs. There follow illustrative lists of factors, grouped under Implementing InAgency, Participant Training and Commodities, that might influence the effectiveness of each of these types of project resources. 
the blocks after only those factors which significantly affect project accomplishments, write the letter P if effect is positive or satis­
factory, or the letter N if effect is negative or less than satisfactory. 
1.FACTORS-IMPLEMENTING AGENCY (Contract/Participating Agency/Voluntary Agency) 
IN THIS 032 Quality, comprehensiveness and candor of required reports P024 IF NO IMPLEMENTING AGENCY 
BLOCK: 033 Promptness of required reports P PROJECT. PLACE AN -X- IN THIS 
P 034 Adherence to work schedule025 Adequacy of technical knowledge P 
P 035 Working relations with Americans P026 Understanding of project purposes 
027 Project planning and management P 036 Working relations with cooperating country nationals P 
028 Ability to adapt technical knowledge to local situation P 037 Adaptation to local working and living environment P 
029 Effective use of participant training element P 038 Home office backstopping and substantive interest p 
P 039 Timely recruiting of qualified technicians P030 Ability to train and utilize local staff 
P 040 Other (describe):031 Adherence to AID administrative and other requirements 
2. 	FACTORS-PARTICIPANT TRAINING 
TRAINING UTILIZATION AND FOLLOW UP041 IF NO PARTICIPANT ELEMENT IN PROJECT. 
PLACE AN -X" IN THIS BLOCK: 	 052 Appropriateness of original selection 
PREDEPARTURE p 053 Relevance of training for present project purposes
 
042 English language ability
 
p 054 Appropriateness of post-training placement043 Availability of host country funding 
044 Host country operational considerations (e.g., selection p 055 Utility of training regardless of changes in project 
procedures) 
Ability to get meritorious ideas accepted by supervisors Dp 056045 Technical/professional qualifications 
p 057 Adequacy of performance 	 D 046 Quality of technical orientation 
p 058 Continuance on project047 Quality of general orientation 
p 059 Availability of necessary facilities and equipment048 Participants' collaboration inplanning content of program 
049 Collaboration by participants' supervisors in planning
 
training p 060 Mission or contractor follow-up activity
 
061 other (describe):
 
050 Participants' availability for '-raining 	
p 
051 Other (describe): 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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PART I-B 
- Continued 
PLACE AN X" 02..,P APP.OPRIAT 3. FACTORS COMI LOCK oI 063 ODITIESNONFFF 084 -NOoX COMMODITY 072 Control measures against damage and deterioration 
0 5mTln s s ELEMENT shipment ,r ain aof AI/W pr gram approval (i.e., P I0/C , M N Tn 
Transfer Authorization). p 073 
marking. 
Control measures against deterioration in storage. P 
Quality of commodities, adherence to specifications, 
P -­074 
067 Timeliness Inprocurement or reconditioning. P: 
Readiness and ai-------­
075 ApProprilate ness 
va
of 
ilability of facilities.P 
use of commodities. 
068 Timeliness of shipment to port of entry. P 7 aneac n prsspot 
-­
f prtandinandstrag069 Adquay fciltis.P 077 Adequacy of property records, accounting and controls 
. P070 Timeliness of shipment from port to site. P 078 Other (Describe): 
071 Control measures against loss and theft. p 
Indicate in a concise narrative statement (under the heading a. Overall Implementation Performance,status of project implementation, covering both significant achievements and problem below) your summary appraisal of theareas.adequacy of provision of direct hire technicians as well as an This should include any comments about thed) which follow. overall appraisal of the comments provided under the three headings (b, c & For projects which include a dol!ar input for generation of local currency tostatus of that meet local cost requirements, indicate theinput (see Detailed Instructions).Discuss separately (under separate headings b, c & d) the status of Impkmenting Agency Actions,above listed factors are causing significant problems Participants and Commodities. Whereand source of the problem, (marked N), describe briefly in the appropriate(2) the consequences of not correcting it, and (3) what corrective action has been taken, called for, 
narrative section: (1) the cause 
by the Mission. Identify each factor discussed by its number. or planned079 .NARRATIVEFORPART 
as needed, 
IR-1: (After narrative section a. Overall Implementation Performance, below, follow, on with the following narrative section headings:section headings in order. b. Implementing Agency, form AID 1020-25 IFor any headings which are not c. Participants, d. Commodities.applicable, mark them as List all narrativesuch and follow immediately below with the next na;­rative section heading.) 
a. Overall Implementation Performance.The overall implementation performance of" this project has been positive.
targets have been achieved on Most
schedule with no serious lags in implementation evident.
 Well qualified technical advisors-direct-hire, 

contract and PASA 
­
as programmed, in adequate numbers to meet project objectives. have been provided, Suitable participantshave been available for training and have returned to occupy responsible positions.The limited commodities procured have been put to effective use.
 
b. ImplementingAgency 
While the majority of the assistance has been provided by direct-hire advisors,
 the individual and institutional contracts have also proven satisfactory. 
Technicians
have been of good quality and have fulfilled the conditions of their contracts in
helping achieve contract objectives. 
A recent example is the Dunlap Contract which
 turned out a very useful guidebook on how to prepare feasibility analysis for
agricultural projects. 
In general, the reports written, the training provided and
the on-the-job physical accomplishments of the contractors have resulted in
significant positive changes in the areas assisted.The PASA arrangements have also beenfor this project have generally satisfactory.proved Personnelto be technically providedcontributions to achievement of sector well qualified and have made sizeableconfusion and goal plans. Although there was some at the beginning of the recent sector analysis team's assignment as to theagricultural income 
actual work to be conducted, valuable work was accomplished.
and land use The consultants onachievement of project goals. provided advice and reports which contributeGSA equipment While funded under this project, to thespecialist pertained the assignment
authorized to the agricultural project of thein Fr 1970 rather loan which wasthan to this TA project. 
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PAR CONTINUATION SHEET 
This sheet is to be used for any Narrative Sections for which sufficient space has not been provided on th form. Identify each 
narrative by Its Part and Section Designation. 
c. Participants 
The project has funded training in the U.S., the Philippines, Taiwan and Japan
in fields such as: agricultural information, agricultural extension, agricultural
production economics, plant breeding, estuarian oceanography, agricultural develop­
ment policy, agricultural research administration, fishing boat construction, food 
inspection, agricultural statistics, water pollution control, agricultural marketing

and grassland utilization. The participants have been selected from the Ministry
of Agriculture and Forestry, the Office of Rural Developmemt, the Natkonal Agricul­
tural Cooperatives Federation, the Economic Planning Board and the Office of Fisheries. 
The majority have returned andi;are filling responsible positions related to theirfield of training. In several cases participants are working closely with U.S. 
technical advisors on the project who report they are doing a good job.
 
d. Commodities
 
This project provided only a limited amount of commodities primarily in the
 
early years of the project. Most items were of a scientific or research nature
 
including laboratory equipment, fish roe, cuttings and seeds for plant research,

technical books and journals and demonstrational agricultural tools. The commodities
 
generally arrived on schedule and have been utilized effectively.
 
Note: 	 The Rural Development Officers in the provinces are members of the committee
 
which selects food for work sell-help projects and they perform some monitor­
ing functions, but the appraisal of this use of commodities will be covered
 
in another PAR.
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PART III - ROLE OF THE COOPERATING COUNTRY 
The following list of illustrative items are to be considered by the evaldator. in the block after only those Items which significantly
affect project effectiveness, write the letter P if the effect of the item is positive or satisfactory, or the lette. N if the effect of the 
Item is negative or less than satisfactory. 
SPECIFIC OPERATIONAL FACTORS:
 
080 Coordination and cooperation within and between ministries.
 
081 Coordination and cooperation of LDC gov't. with public and private institutions and private enterpr:se. 

-

082 Availability of reliable data for project planning, control and evaluation. 

-- L 
083 Competence and/or continuity in executive leadership of project. 
084 Host country project funding.
 
085 Legislative changes relevant to project purposes.
 
086 Existence and adequacy of a project-related LDC organization.
 
087 Resolution of procedural and bureaucratic problems. I
 
088 Availability of LDC physical resource inputs and/or supporting services and facilities.
 
089 Maintenance of facilities and equipment.
 
090 Resolution of tribal, class or caste problems. 

. 
091 Receptivity to change and innovation. 
092 Political conditions specific to project. 
093 Capacity to transform Ideas into actions, I.e., ability to implement project plans. 
094 Intent and/or capacity to sustain and expand the impact of the project after U.S. inputs are terminated. 
095 Extent of LDC efforts to widen the dissemination of project benefits and services.
 
096 Utilization of trained manpower (e.g., participants, counterpart technicians) in project operations.

097 Enforcement of relevant procedures (e.g., newly established tax collection and audit system). 
 4 
098 Other:
 
HOST COUNTRY COUNTERPART TECHNICIAN FACTORS:
 
099 Level of technical education and/or technical experience. 
 p
100 Planning and management skills.
 
101 Amount of technician man years available.
 
102 Continuity of staff.
 
103 Willingness to work in rural areas.
 
104 Pay and allowances. 
­
105 Other:
 
In the space below for narrative provide a succinct discussion and overall appraisal of the quality of country performance related tothis project, particularly over the past year. Consider important trends and prospects. See Detailed Instructions for an illustrative 
list of considerations to be covered. 
For only those items marked N include brief statements covering th nature of the problem, its impact on tne achievement of project
targets (i.e., its importance) and the nature and cost of corrective action taken or planned. Identify each explanatory note. 
106 NARRATIVE FOR PART III (Continue on form AID 1020-25 I): 
As pointed out in 008, the agricultural sector supported by extensive government

efforts, has been steadily gam growing despite several physical restrictions. The
 
achievements ennumerated reflect the Lntensive ROKG interest and inputs. 
 Top
 
government officials have maintained a continuing concern and transmitted this
 
concern to operational levels. The increases in the farm price of rice, government
fertilizer, lime and pesticide prugrams, paddy rearrangement and aqua-culture are 
only a few indicators of this concern. 
From 1965-69 the budget of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry more than
 
doubled, while the National Agricultural Cooperatives Federation budget increased 
over 300 percent. The number of university trained staff in the governmental or 
quasi-governmental agricultural institutions grew rapidly during this period.
USAID provincial advisors report that field staff also increased in both quantity
and quality. The net result of these changes is a more dynamic group of agricultural
institutions supporting and carrying out larger, more effective agricultural 
programs. 
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Admittedly, at times over optimistic targets have been set with not enough
inputs supplied or available to achieve them. However, the fact that many of the
 
programs being assisted under this project, which work towara these targets,

are improving the situation and solving these problems was a key factor in the
 decision to phase out direct-hire field advisors by FT 1972 instead of FY 1973,

as originally pianned° 
 The ROKG is at a point where it can operate effective

and efficient agricultural programs with miaimal external assistance. 
The foregoing should not be interpreted as saying that no problems exist
 
or that the horizon is unclouded. There are problems but they are more on the
planning and policy level rather than the implementation level. It is precisely

at this level where future USAID assistance will focus. It is believed that the
 
ROKG will continue to be receptive to help in this area and will maintain its
 
positive approach to agricultural development.
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PART IV - PROGRAMMING IMPLICATIONS 
IV-A - EFFECT ON PURPOSE AND DESIGN 
Indicate In a brief narrative whether the Mission experience to date with this project"and/or changing country circumstances call for 
some adjustment in project purposes or desIin, and why, and the approximate cost implications. Cover any of the following considerations or 
others that may be relevant. (See Detailed Instructions for additional Illustyative considerations.) Relevant experience or country situatlons 
that were described earlier can simply be referenced. The spelling out of specific changes should be left to the appropriate programmning doc­
uments, but a brief indication of the type of change contemplated should be given here to clarity the need for change.
For example, changes might be indicated if they would: 
1. better achieve program/project purposes; 
2. address more critical or higher priority purposes within a goal plan; 
3. produce desired results at less cost; 
4. give more assurance of lasting institutional development upon U.S. withdrawal. 
107 NARRATIVE FOR PART IV-A (Continue on form AID 1020-25 I): 
As indicated in Part I A, 008 and Part I C, 102, many of the major objectives
of the project have been achieved and the major institutions which are required to 
support continued agricultural development have been established. Therefore, this 
project will be phased out at an accelerated rate and a more narrowly focused 
project will be l'posed in a new PROP.
 
The new project will concentrate on establishing improved planning and 
management capacity (1) in the central office of the Ministry of Agriculture, (2)
within the Office of Rural Development and the SNU College of Agricu.,ure complex,
and (3) within the National Agricultural Cooperative Federation. Improved policy
and planning capability in the major policy formulation agency, the major research 
agency, and the major agriculture supply and marketing institution should give 
more assurance of lasting agricultural development upon U.S. withdrawal. 
IV-B - PROPOSED ACTION
 
108 This project should be (Place an "X" in appropriate block(s)):
 
1. Continued as presently scheduled in PIP. 
2. Continued with minor changes in the PIP, made at Mission level (not requiring submission of an amended PIP to AID/W). 
3. Continued with significant changes in the PIP (but not sufficient torequire a revised PROP). A formally revised PIP will follow. 
4. Extended beyond its present schedule to (Date): Mo. _ Day Yr. . Explain in narrative, PROP will follow. 
5. Substahtively revised. PROP will follow. 
6. Evaluated in depth to determine Its effectiveness, future scope, and duration. 
7. Discontinued earlier than presently scheduled. Date recommended for termination: Mo. _ Day Yr. 
8. Other. Explain in narrative. 
109 NARRATIVE FOR PART IV-5: 
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